Morning Sign Out - Android Developer

General prerequisites:

– Knowledge of at least one programming language
– Able to write clean code easily understood by other collaborating developers
– Able to debug errors and take measures to prevent future issues
– Prioritize application maintainability, extensibility, and flexibility
– Refine application performance and adhere to good design patterns
– Good communication and teamwork skills
– Be open to collaborating with others
– Willing to provide thoughtful input through the design/development process
– Have a positive attitude towards learning and applying knowledge in a hands-on environment
– Willing to learn necessary skills to contribute to their respective team

Requirements:

– Knowledge of Java
– Familiarity with Android Studio (or willing to learn)

Preferred, but not required:

– Experience with WordPress and JSON APIs
– Experience with GitHub
– Experience with setting up user accounts
– Experience with creating background services and notifications
– Own or have access to an Android phone for development purposes

Submit an application here.